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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
NWRI and the Centre Saint—Laurent are cooperating on an assessment of commercially—available echo-sounders_for mapping the thickness of modern contaminated sediments. NWRI is contributing the engineering and scientific expertise and CSL is providing the survey equipment, the field support and the test site- Lac St-Louis. This note describes 
the echo-sounders considered by NWRI and the criteria used to select the sounders recommended for testing. It also discusses some new types of equipment which have some potential for future use. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 
NWRI has an on-going study on acoustic applications to sediment 
studies, part of which is concerned with mapping sediment thickness and volume. coring data from Lake St. Clair, Hamilton Harbour and the 
St. Lawrence lakes St-Francois, St-Louis and St-Pierre indicate that the modern cover of contaminated sediments over stiff glacial-clay substrate is generally less than 1 metre thick. Neither conventional hydrographic sounders nor sub—bottom acoustic profilers are suitable for measuring this layer. The sounders are not designed for penetration below the sediment-water interface; the profilers use frequencies too low to resolve layers less than a metre thick. 
NWRI’s research has been concerned with identifying the sounder specifications required to measure the surface-sediment layer and ultimately with the construction or adaptation of a sounder to be used for contaminated-sediment surveys. At this stage of the study, commercially-available sounders are being assessed to determine what they can contribute in terms of confirming the necessary specifications and producing useful data on sediment thickness. Because the Centre Saint-Laurent has an immediate need for a sounder for use in its upcoming surveys of river-bed sediments, a joint study has been planned. The study will evaluate a small number of sounders along a test course in Lac St-Louis to determine whether one or more are suitable for survey use. 

3. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
The requirement is for a sounder which can be operated with a side- mounted transducer from a small launch (8-12 m in length). Water depth for the survey will range from keel depth (1-2 m) to about 20 m. . Transducer frequencies should be suitable for detecting the sediment- water interface and the interface between soft, watery surface muds and a substrate of stiff glacial sediment with lower water content. Sounder resolution, the thinnest layer capable of being resolved by the sounder, should be less than 0.5 m and preferably as low as 0.1 m. 

4. SPECTFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH RESOLUTION 
All the components of an acoustics system can have an effect on its ability to do high-resolution sounding. The discussion below considers the effect of each acoustic parameter in turn.



Burst Duration: For high resolution, the sound burst must be as brief 
as possible because the duration produces a depth interval that is 
insonified at one time. Reflecting layers, occurring within half that 
interval, are indistinguishable. The function for distinguishable 
depth interval, I in metres, versus burst duration, T in seconds, and 
sound speed C, in.metres per second, is: 

I = 0.5 * C * T 

The largest acceptable duration is 100 us. 
Beamuidth: A narrow sound beam is a prime requirement. The wave front 
of the conical sound beam is spherical. Where the cone penetrates two 
closely spaced layers, the spherical front can intersect both layers 
simultaneously and the echoes are combined. The situation worsens with 
increasing range to the bottom. The function for.minimum layer 
separation, S in metres, versus beam angle (full included) A in 
degrees and range, R in metres is: 

S—= R * (1-cos( A / 2)) 

The largest acceptable beamwidth is 20 degrees. 

sidelobes: Sound travelling through the sidelobes of a transducer can 
mix with the echoes from subbottom features. Sound is emitted by the 
sidelobes at an oblique angle. Soon after the sound from the main lobe 
arrives at the bottom surface, the sound from the sidelobes strikes 
the bottom surface in the shape of an annular ring. The backscattered 
sound from the ring is received by the sidelobes and can mask the 
echoes from deeper layers arriving in the main lobe. Even though the 
sidelobe produces about one hundredth the sound intensity of the main 
lobe, its total cross-sectional area can project and receive 
significant sound. As well, the sidelobes increase the total noise 
received by the system. Because the geometry is complex and the data 
on the transducers are not readily available, no rule of thumb is 
offered here. 
Receiver Bandnidth: The receiver's bandwidth also effects the minimum 
distance between layers that can be distinguished. The echoes from a 
pair of layers appear as two bursts of sound. These contain energy in 
a broad frequency spectrum. The transmitted burst also has frequency 
components about the dominant one. These are required to shape the 
burst envelope. If the receiver is too narrow-band, the received 
envelopes are distorted. When two layers are close together, the 
envelopes of their echoes combine at the output of the receiver and 
may be missed on the recorder. The minimum layer separation, L in 
metres as a function of receiver bandwidth, B in Hz, and sound speed 
C, in metres per second, is: 

L = 0.5 * O / B 

The smallest acceptable bandwidth is 7 kHz. 

Damping: High resolution is also limited by the ringing (undamped) 
behaviour of the transducer and receiver. Electromechanical energy 
stored in the transducer or electrical energy stored in tuned filters



"must be dissipated quickly or it extends the duration of the source 
burst and echoes beyond the ideal. Echo sounders must be tested for 
these characteristics because the data do not appear on specification 
sheets. 

Grey Scale or Colour Scale: The recorder must be carefully chosen to 
present a good dynamic range on the paper. Interpretation of the record relies on textures, intensities and contrasts in subbottom 
features. It is important that these are not_lost in the final 
process. Some recorders produce only black on white while others 
produce shading according to echo intensity. Some recorders use 
colours to display intensity. Regardless of preference, the recorder 
must.be able to produce many shades or colours. Otherwise the dynamic range of the sounder's sensitivity is wasted and the controls have to 
be adjusted repeatedly to stay at the optimum recording level. A 
minimum of 4 levels is required. 
Frequencies: The operating frequencies are determined by the need to 
detect both the sediment—water interface and the sub-bottom contact of modern and older sediments. A frequency of at least 200 kHz is 
required to record the sediment surface. Even higher frequencies may 
be essential if the sediment-water interface is gradational and needs. 
to be resolvedgby scattering off very fine structures or individual‘ 
particles. The second frequency should be around 30 to 50 kHz to 
permit penetration to the sub-bottom contact. . 

Both frequencies are high relative to those generally used for sub‘ 
bottom profiling. As such they have the advantages of using smaller 
transducers to produce a narrow beam, are less likely to cause 
cavitation at high powers and are amenable to short duration bursts. Their penetration depths are adequate and they form a good compromise 
for high resolution profiling. 
Power: Pulse power of a kilowatt is adequate because of the short depth of penetration. Higher power in transducers and transmitters can be a problem when it extends the burst duration beyond what is 
intended. 
Special Features: Some of the microprocessor controls in acoustic gear 
can produce negative effects and should be avoided in high-resolution 
profiling. For example, burst duration is often changed automatically 
by the microprocessor according to the operating depth. Some systems also employ automatic gain controls in the receiver to hold the record 
at a useful contrast, but the attack and decay of the gain circuit can affect the ability to see layers. This reduces the resolution of the 
record. A desirable microprocessor feature is the ability to print the 
system settings, time, and position data on the chart. 
A useful feature in some systems is bottom loss compensation where the_ receiver detects the bottom and begins increasing the gain rapidly to compensate for the absorption and scattering losses of sound in the bottom material.



5. SURVEY OF SYSTEMS 
A brief survey was done of the better—known echo sounders that might 
serve as high-resolution, sub-bottom profilers. The following sounders 
were considered: Biosonics Model 102, Datasonics SBP-5000, ELAC 
Honeywell LAZ 4721, Interocean Model 3000, Krupp Deso 25, Ocean Data 
Equipment (Raytheon) DSF 6000, ORE GeoPulse, and Simrad EY200. 
Appendix 1 contains the available.brochures and specification sheets. 
Table 1 summarizes the results of the survey in terms of the 
parameters discussed above and Table 2 compares their combined effect 
on ability to resolve sediment layers. The sum of burst-length, beam- 
width, and band-width resolutions has been used as an estimate of 
total resolution. Resolution and appropriate frequencies were the 
primary criteria used in the recommendations below. 
The ORE was eliminated because it operated at only a single low 
frequency. The Interocean, Simrad and ODEC were rejected because of 
inadequate resolution (0.68-1.14 m). The ELAC has suitable 
specifications but attempts to borrow or lease test equipment were 
unsuccessful and it has been eliminated for that reason. Availability 
and some of the specifications of the Atlas Deso 25 are still in 
question. Two potential problems are the low burst power (0.5 KW) and 
a transducer designed for through-theehull mounting. 
The Biosonics 102 and Datasonics DFT2100 have the best specifications 
of the sounders available for trial. The Biosonics should resolve 0.3m 
at its lower frequency if its full bandwidth can be used, and its 402 
kHz high-frequency should be useful for detecting the sedimentewater 
interface. The Datasonics has a potential resolution of 0.5 m, a 
suitable upper frequency of 300 kHz, and the best recorder dynamic 
range- 16 shades of grey as compared to 4 for the Biosonics. Its 
largest drawback is a transducer weight of 90 kg which will require a 
sturdy side-mount frame. 

The recommendations above are based on specifications communicated by 
the.manufacturers or suppliers and have not been confirmed by 
independent laboratory testing. Although the specifications have been 
useful in rating sounder potential for high-resolution profiling, only 
the field trials can determine their actual performance. Note that the 
recommendations herein are not to be construed as endorsement by 
Environment Canada of the products discussed. 

6. FUTURE SYSTEMS 
Parametrics: The steady development of nonlinear acoustics 
(parametrics) has resulted in a superior low-frequency sound source. 
It produces beamwidths from small transducers that.are similar to high 
frequency beams (less than 5 degrees at 5 kHz). At least three 
companies are offering units: Ulvertech (U.K.), Simrad Mesotech and 
Krupp. Unfortunately, operating frequencies around 30 kHz are not yet 
commercially available. The 5-kHz types have good penetration 
qualities but one wave length insonifies a 0.3 metre interval (0.15 
"metre layer pair). NWRI is currently working with the acoustics 
laboratory at C—CORE,-Newfoundland, which is developing parameric 
sources operating with a dominant frequency as high as 100 kHz. This



appears to be capable of fine discrimination of sediment layers from a 
fixed system but has not been tested in a survey mode. 
Digital Procassing: The advances in digitalepower control and signal 
processing have opened the way to the_next generation of sounders 
(Knudsen Engineering) or conversion kits (Oceanprobe Systems). Their 
use of encoded sound bursts which can then be extracted from the noise 
and clutter of return echoes may resolve some of the resolution 
problems of conventional sounders. 
Radar: Subsurface interface radar equipment is now available 
(Geophysical Survey Systems) and has been used for profiling ice and 
sediments. It has been evaluated by the U.S. Geological Survey for 
“profiling river beds near bridge footings and did well in 
supplementing data from more conventional sounders. If the 
conductivity contrast between modern contaminated sediment and older 
sediment is strong enough, this procedure may be useful as a mapping 
tool in shallow water (<20 m).



MODEL 

Biosonics 
Model 102 
Datasonics 
SBP-5000 

ELAC Honeywell 
LAZ 4721 

Interocean 
Model 3000 
KRUPP 
DISO 25' 

O.D.E.C. 
DSF 6000 
ORE 
Geopulse 
Simrad 
EY 200 

BURST 
TIME 
US 

100 

100 

300 

150 

120 

100 

150 

300 

TABLE 1: Sounder Specifications 

BEAM 
WIDTH 
deg. 

10 

20 

12 

35 

10 

20 

30 

7x11 

BAND_ 
WIDTH 
kHz 

10 

3.3 

2.2 

15 

3.5 

PULSE ,XDUGER 
POWER kWMASS 

kg 

1.0 12 

4.0 90 

1.0 10 

N.A N.A. 

0.5 45 

2.0 25 

10.0 120 

1.0 N.A. 

Notes: N.A. signifies not available or not pursued. 
1. Bottom loss compensation available. .

_ 

2. Microprocessor intervention must be disabled. 
3. Designed for deep-penetration profiling. 
4. Designed for fisheries surveying. 

GREY 
SCALE 
ratio 

OPER 
FREQ 
.kHz 

38/420 

30/300 

50/200 

6.5 

33/210 

40/200 

10 

49/200 

NOTES. 

1,2



MAKER 
MODEL 

Biosonics 
Model 102 
Datasonics 
SBP 5000 

ELAC Honeywell 
LAZ 4721 

Interocean 
Model 3000 
KRUPP 
DISC 25 
O.D.E,C. 
nsr 6000 
ORE 
Geopulse 
Simrad 
EY 200 

TABLE 2: Effective Layer Resolution 

BURST 
LENGTH 
RESOL. 
0.08 

0.08 

BEAM 
WIDTH 
RESOL. 
0.08 

0.3 

0.11 

BAND 
WIDTH 
RESOL. 

0.15 

0.08 

o.11_ 

0.35 

0.23 

TOTAL 
OF 
RESOL. 
0.31 

0.42



Appendix 1 Sounds: Brochures
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TFANSHITTER 

Frequency 

Frequency Change 

Peak Power output 

Average Power Output 
Power Levels 

Load Impedance 
Stability 
Pulse Width 

RECEIVER 

Raise Figure 
TVG 

40 log R 

20 log R 

Starting TVC Distances 

Accuracy 

Stability 
Equivalent Dynamic 
Range (1 RH: Bandwidth) 
Bandwidth 

Gain 

Absorption Coefficient 
selection 

Outputs 

TfiIGGER 

External 

Internal 

Sync Output 

CONTROL 

Blanking Distance 

Range Distance 

Blank at Range/Normal 

TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS 

Model 101 

30 to 150 RH: or 
200 to 500 kHz 
Replace 3 filter modules 
and two crystals (field 
changeable) 
1000 watts (30 to 150 kHz) 
400 watts (200 to 500 kHz) 
25 watts 
0, -3, -6; -10 and -13 d 
(relative) 
50 9 real 
2.5 dB 
.1 to 9.9 ms in .1 ms 
steps 

3 dB 

80 dB range total 
(two decades of distance) 
40 d range total’ 
(two decades of distance) 
1.25, 2.5, 3.1s,.5, 6.25... 
up to 12.5 meters 

2L5 dB (including 2aR 
compensation) 
$.5 dB 
146 dB 

1. 2. S and 10 kHz 

-18 dB to +24 dB (relative) 
in 6 dB steps 
Eight dififerent values, plus 
2a; a 0 may be selected by 
the user 
FF; 8 kHz and Detected] 
Filtered. Bottom Detect 

positive-going trigger 
signal. 2 V to 100 V 
ping interval .1 sec to 
99.9 sec in .1 sec steps 
Sync output at end of 
transmit pulse 

0.1 to 999.9 meters in 
0.1 meter steps 
0.1 to 999.9 meters in 
0.1 meter steps 
Panel switch 

1 3 

Model 105 

50 to 500 kHz 

Either of two frequencies 
via panel switch 

100 watts 

10 watts 
one level only 

50 9 real
' 

2.5 dB
_ 

.2, .4, .8 and 1.6 ms 

3 dB 

80 dB range total 
(two decades of distance) 
40 d range total 
(two decades of distance) 
.5. 1, 2 and 4 meters 

2.5 dB (including Zdfi 
compensation) 

Asa: 
146 d 

2.5 and 10 K3: 
(autoatically selected 
with pulse width) 
-18 to +24 d (relative) 
in 6 dB steps 
Fresh water (2un - O) and 
salt water (user selected 
value) 
10 kHz and Detected/ 
Filtered. Bottom Detect 

positive-going trigger 
signal 2 V to 100 V 
B ping rates from 30/sec 
to .2/sec 
sync output at end or 
beginning of transmit 
pulse 

Internally configurable 
0 to 50 meters 
Internally configurable 
0 to 400 meters 
Internally configurable



TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS (cont.) 

QLIBRA'l‘Ofi 

Level 

Pulse/CW 
Separation between 
pulses - 

Stability 

POWER 

A.C. 

D.C. 

SIZE 

outside Dimensions 

weight 

MISC. :——— 
Price (international) 

Delivery 

OPTIONS 

Additional 
Frequencies 0 

Siultaneous 
20 log 3 
2nd Receiver 
(dual-receivers) 
Spare Circuit 
cards 
Higher Power 
Transmitter 

NOTES: 1) 

2) These specifications are believed to be accurate. are subject to change without notice. 

A variety 0! custom modifications, 
both the Model 101 and 105. 

Model 1Ul 

-40, -20, o and +20 as 
(relative) 
panel svith selectable 
0.1 to 99.8 meters 
in 0.1 meter steps 

2.2 dB 

115 Vac or 220 - 340 VAC 
50 or 60 R2. 30 watts 
(typical) -

' 

optional 

23 x 43 x 40.5 cm deep 
(not including rack mount 
handles) 
(9 x 17 x 16 in deep) 
12.7 R9 (23 lb) 

approximately $25,200 as 
(at Factory, no taxes included) 
within 3 months KRO 

as many as desired 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

specitications or prices. 

1 4 

Model 195 

-40, :20, O and +20 dB 
(relative) 
panel switch selectable 
1.25. 2.5. 5. 10, 2o, 40, 
80, or 160 meters (internally 
configurable) 
,:.2 d 

115 VAC or 220 - 240 VAC 
50 or 60 Hz, 20 watts 
(typical) 
12 V, l7 watts (typical) 

13.3 x 43 x 33 cm deep 
(not including rack mount 
handles) _ 

(5! x 17 x 13 in deep) 
7 Rs (15.5 lb) 

approximately $13,000 us 
(at Factory, no taxes included) 
vithin‘3 months 830 

one additional frequency 

yes 

V98 

yes 

yes 

additions or configurations are possible for Contact Biosonica for a quote on your exact needs. 

However, all specifications 
Contact Biosonics for the most current
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Reservoir survey Monmouth, NJ. Consolidated 
Vla1erCo.lriu'rete'rdepthaaaahallowaa2to3teet. - 

MODEL SBP-5000 SUB-BOTTOM PROFILING SYSTEM 
key Burst and Signal Outputs For Analog Magnetic Tape Recording 
_or Input To Digital Data Acquisition system 
19 inch nacit Mount or Free 'stanairig'in a Rugged Portable Case 
19 inch Wide ii 8% inch High it 18 inch Deep 
6011). 

taoauir1'v-izorounariuiiaaiicorvoiiicioiiiiai1niiaaueorAnay- 

SPECIFICATIONS 
float SET-220 Trriaceltier ‘Tape Recorder Intertecez gperating Frequency: Selectable: 3.5. 5.0. 7.0, 12.0 30.0. AIt_e'rnal_a 
’ower Output: Calibrated: 12 KIN Maximgrii -3 db. —6 do. -10 db Construction: 
’uIae Length: Selectable: .1. .2. .5. 1.0. 20. 5.0 msec Dimensions: 
‘ranarnit Overtoiid Protection: open/snort circuit Protected wgjght; iey Mode Selection: fitterml. li_i_ternaI or Standby 
riternal Repetition Rate: 1/a. 1/4. 1/2. 1.0. 2.0 Seconds 
leceiver Overload Protection: t_._§_D indicatosyfieceiver Overload ".°’“"-‘.9 7Y9°5 
leceive Bandwidth: seiemiiie; 1. 2. 5. to kHz 

_ 

Tmflwuw W903 
iain Control: Calibrated in 3 do lncrententa to 100 do Maximum Gain 

_

’ 

‘ime Varying Gain crvo): Calibrated 20 Log Fl -, , Loss I‘ , 
’ 

, Plus --‘ -- ”°"""“"' "°"°' '"°“'= 
Bottom Loan compensation

V ‘vs Control: Adjustable Delay ind aajie coritioi Transducer Beamw-am: 
\utorriatic Bottom Track: Initiates start 01 Adjustable " Loss TVG. Automfaticfignom 

Tracli From Either Channel 1 or Channel 2 " Echo. Thrigashold 
Control and LED Indicator To Set and Monitor Bottom Tracking. 

V _ , lottorn Traclr Display: Mark Control Allows Continuous Display or Electronic Bottom Track V°'“°’° °""°""°"3’ 
Position. 

' 

Construction: 
Iallbrationt Sell Test Cal Signal

, ' 2r_ ' .5 ,. zooirrizst 
' 

__ (otnjor vatiiclowoioht 
Ihannel 2 Gain Control: Adjustable to I00 db Maximum ~ 

Znannel 2 Key Control: .SinIi'iltaneo'ua with C " 
, 

1 and Ad‘ual_able Delay F_or Single channel Recorder Presentation OI Both Channel 1 and Channel 2 I.“ .'.'c_“‘ 1." c‘. ioltom Enhancement: Pioirigoa Hi It ResoI_uIio_n Channel 2 Bottom Contour To Ba 6”.’ 1. 
'

, summed wit 
_ 
Channel I and Written On fiocorder 

_ 

w°‘ 
iignal 0uto'u_t‘a: Front and Rear Panel outputs; to itrtz Hoterodyne aria Detected °""‘°‘°" 

,, output: 0 to in wins Cora Construction: 
)ptionaI Heavo Compensation: Provides Key Delay In Accordance with Transducer Vertical 

. Halve Motion Breaking Strength: 
Speoillcatlona Ior over the side. catamaran. or in hull transducer installation available on request. 

Hydrodyrmmically Faired with Fiberglass Shells 
4 Transducer Array (4 each Model A1471 Elements) - Channel 1 
Single Element Array (Model AT-aw) - channel 2 
Channel 1 - I2 KW 
Channel 2 - 1 KW 
Channel 1: 3.5 KM: - 55° 

5.0 no ~ 45 ° 

,_ 7.0 kHz - 35' 
Channel 2: 2W kl-I1 - 5° 
21 inch llljide x 20 inch High in 70 inch Long 
GaIgani;ed»S_t_aeI Transducer Plate. Boom. Tail Assembly. Molded 
Fiberglass Shells 
In Air: zoo lb. 
In Water. 120 lb. 
Adjustable Ballast Available 

Kevlar Fleinlorcad. Polyurethane Jacket. or Double Armored 
0.5 Inch 
3 Oath No. 2'2 Coaxial Conduclors 
3 each Mo. 22 Single Conductors ' 

y

. 

Cable - 16.0w los_.. Kevlar Reinlorcad Cable 2 6.000 lbs. 

1002' /



@CMoDEL s7oo senses THERMAL RECORDER ATA SHEE 
. ,,,_g - 

FEATURES 
6. ‘Uses Thermal Film 0 16 Shades 0‘ G’aY -’ Analog or Digital lnterfac 

, #9. 'DiSp|ay _ 2043 _Points ° Display Rates up to 10mSEC ° IEEE; or RS-232 Compa‘ 
(Real Time) 

Model 8700 displaying Scientific Atlanta GPD Acoustic. Data 
A .

I 

generation of Thermal Recorders uses the most innovative SALES] SERVICE 
GPIS available today. The use of heat-sensitive film eliminates 0FF|cEs 

<;|dec;.rcarbon'dust. and record smearing experienced with the use of 
.°'se.”3'1',Ve Paper. The EF_?C 8700 series incorporates state-of-the Us A .. CANADA 3“ t-e°h“°'°9Y 10 Produce highquality records for such applications 

as: LOFAR 9'3"‘ displays and s ectrum an I 

R’ 
t t for com- 

AUSTRAUA ' u'K° 
‘munications surveillance' and ispcom atibleav)v’i=t;l|'lS scigep-nsJcian sonar and JAPAN ‘ ‘KOREA 
sub'b°u°m P'°fi"“tQ.iYea'rs of experiegce in the design and manufac- EUROPE ' NORWAY 
ture of hardcopy recorders are reflected in the development of this SOUTHEAST As” ' cmm‘ 
entirely new °°”.C9P1 in recording technology—at an affordable price. ‘"9" ' 3°UT" AFWCA



,_.x._ 

CLOCK OUT: 

SPECIFICATIONS 
PAPER TYPE: 

_ Thermal Film 

PAPER WIDTH: 9.0 inches 

ROLL LENGTH: 160 feet 

PIXEL ' 

RESOLUTION: 240 dots/inch = 2048 points 
SHADES OF GRAY: 16 dynamic range 23 DB 
C-HART SPEEDS: Switch selectable 120-240 LPI. 

including Rapid Chan 
FIRST LINE 
VIEWING: Virtually instantaneous 

CHART TAKE-UP: On/ Off 

INTERNAL Selectable via front-panel switches SWEEP SPEEDS: from 10msec to 9.999 sec. in 
(Model 8700) 1.0msec steps 

REMOTE: Digital I/O 

SWEEP SPEEDS: Up to‘ 9 speeds may be selected; 
64, 32. 16. 8. 4. 2, 1, .5. .25 
scans/second and STANDBY. 

REMOTE: 
(Model 8701) 

Selectable via digital I/O connector 
25_ pin D. A 3-bit binary ‘code will be 
utilized to select, 

DIGITAL Provide a 2048PPS clock output for 
synchronization. Internal dip SWlICI"I 
selectable 8.192 PPS/2.048 PPS. 

ZERO PULSE; Provide a 1.0u sec. 5V TTL pulse to 
indicate start of sweep. 

Provide 4 bits parallel. oooo for- 
white, 1111 for black. 16 shades. 

DIGITAL DATA IN; 

EXTERNAL 
TRIGGER IN: 

Provide input for external trigger 
50iisec— minimum pulse width. 

All digital l/O inputs and outputs to utilize line drivers and 
receivers. 

Unit 19". rack mountable — Width: 17.625”, Height: 19.21 
Depth: 4.16”. Weight: 35 pounds. ‘ 

EEZEE — 488 — RS232 INTERFACES AVAVILABLE 

sec LABORATORIES, INC. 
5 Electronics Avenue 
Danvers. MA 01923 

ANALOG INTERFACE 
SIGNAL 

_ 

.1 - 10V (input impedance 10_K ohn ANALOG BNC: All inputs frequency response flat fl DC — 1ool<l-iz E in 0.1V) 
ZERO PULSE 
OUT BNC: 1.0iisec pulse 5V TTL 
EXT. TRIGGER .5V » 15V pulse; 50 uses minimum INPUT BNC: pulse width 

REMOTE speeo Provide for selection of 9 s~eep' DUAL BNC: speeds and remote: 64. 32, 16, 8. 4 
(Model 8702) 2. 1. .5. .25.: scans/second and 

REMOTE. Internal dip switches are 
vided for manual selection. 

CONTROLS 
SWEEP SPEEDS: Model 8700: 4 push-button BCD 

switches .001 to 9.999 seconds. 
Model 8701: 64. 32. 16. 8. 4. 2, 1. J 
and .25 scans/second. 

CHART SPEEDS: Switch selectable 120240 lines/inct 
RAPID: Switch selectable - momentary rapid 
INTI EXT Internal trigger mode and level TRIGGER CONTROL: control for Incoming trigger signal 

STANDBYI 
PUSH TO PRINT: 

Switch selectable for momentary 
data priming at selected sweep 
speed/chart rate 

SWEEP DIRECTION: Switch selectable for data display Ief 
right right-tolelt -— internal dip type 

CONTRAST: Control of signal to maximum black 
THRESHOLD: Control small components of inoorning 1 

GAIN: Control incoming signal 

PRE-HEAT: Controls intensity - shades of gray 
LINE VOLTAGE: Switch selectable front panel ON/OF 
Power: 90-12OVAC or 205-24OVAC. 48-400 Hz. 200 W Line I 

at front-panel fuseholder. Line cord is located on rear of 
Note 1: These specifications apply to all_three models where noted. Other minor differences existing are outvlire-.~...v 
technical manual. 
Note 2: For detailed specifications regarding digital interface. 
consult factory. 

~~ 

EPC INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
Beaumont Business Centre 
Unit 10. Beaumont Close Banbury 
Oxon OX 16 7TN United Kinodom



Honeywell ElA[ 

Dual-»-frequency 
athymetric System



0 Comprehensive two~way 

O Easy—to-use integrated 

Qualutrequency Datnymetricl systém LAZ 4721 

APPLICATIONS 
The integrated dual-frequency bathymetric system LAZ 4721 is designed for h_yd_rographic surveying of inland watewvays, harbours, 
pipelaying operations, deep—sea su_rvey etc. By means of two transducers operating on low respectively high freque_ncy, 
depth data are digitally indicated in the upper part while the echograph displays high and low frequency recordings on the paper.- 
The equipment can thus be used equally for shallow water or extremely deep water echosounding. 
With its wide selection of 10 basic range scales from 0-5 m to O -5000 m, phasing in 1 m increments from O to 9999 m 
(to a maximum depth of 14.999 m) combined with a wide choice of frequencies. transducers, transmitters and optional equipment, 
its capabilities cover the entire range from shallow water surveys of harbours and inland waterways to bathymetry in maximum 
ocean depths. The cor"npact-,- rugged construction and its precise recording make the equipment well suited both for stand/alone use 
and for use in an integrated computer-based survey system_. 

FEATURES 
0 Dependable performance 

against all types of bottoms 
The bottom recognition techn_ique utilizes "echopulse stacking" - non-coherent pulse integration 
for fail-safe indication of true bottom. Undesired echoes from temperature layers, plankton, 
fish, etc. are blocked by means of a gate. The gate start can be set at any depth down to 
9900 meters, the gate width is continuously adjustable from 1 to 9900 meters. Within the limits 
of the selected gate width the bottom contour is tracked automatically. 
A "true bottom marker gen_era'tor" in the digitizer provides markings on the recording paper 
which follow the bottom inc_l_ication,. This verifies to the operator that the digital d_ata indicated 
on the STG 721 correspond with the true bottom contour on the recorder. Should the true 
bottom echo not be present within the preset gate for- a period of 10 seconds plus 10 soundings 
an automatic failure indication "FFFF" will be displayed. . 

Two digitized depth data outputs are available in BCD code (bit parallel and bit serial). 
The LAZ 4721 features 2 unique alarm modes: "vessel approaching a preset depth" — decreasing 
depth or "vessel moving away from a preset depth" — increasing depth. If the alarm is activated 
both visual and audible alarms are given. Contacts to activate remote alarms are available. 

0 Full-feature precision graphic Wide 9-inch dry paper recording with electronically ruled depth lines and electronic printing of 
recorder range scale and velocity; time marks in 1 min, 10 min and 1 hour intervals; 4 selectable modes 

for manual/autom_at_ic speed control (including off). 
0 Full complement of auxiliary 

inputs and interfaces 
Calibrated heave compensator input, sound velocity input-, draft adjustment with d‘iffe're'ntial for 
high/low frequency transducers_. 

O Rugged, compact construction Aluminium housing, splashproof to IP 22-, slid_ing window. 
All important operating parameters can be remotely controlled and read out individually or in 
preformated groups — either over a computer or an optional hand-held terminal. Fully synchro- 
nized operation with any other echosounder including automatic range scale control. 
Over a computer or hand-held terminal operating parameters and arbitrary alphanumeric text 
can be printed out in highly legible characters on the chart records. Major operating parameters 
can be printed out as a set or individually selected. 

computer interface for 
control/readout (RS 232) 

an'l"lOf3tOl' 

O DHI-approved as navigation Useable as ship's navigation sounder (in selectable mode) meeting IMO/SOIAS requirements 
sounder and recommendations. 

0 Unequaled range of frequencies, Transducers from 12 to 200 kHz including stabilized units, power levels from 250 W to 10 kW, 
transducers, transmitters, power 10 to 38 V DC or 110/220 VAC operation provide a comprehensive capability for all types of 
supplies and optional equipment applications. 

0 Bottom characteristic determi- With the optional EMG 2. the LAZ 4721 becomes a powerful system for remote classification of 
nation and bu_ried object location bottom characteristics, sediment types and unambiguous location of buried objects such as 
with EMG 2 Bottom Analyzer pipelines.



. -- -.-pi _,- 
Recorder Perforrnavnce 

i 

Data: 
Basic Range Scales Phased Range Scales Paper advance gaeper adyavnce can be °°'-“'°”°:d '" 1° 

- 
. ps. 3 different types of paper advance: 

_ 

(m) (m) (mm/'":'-") 1. range scale dependent 
0- 5 . Each basic range scale 0 — 100 2- ¢°"5ta"1 ’ 

0- 10 can be shifted to any 0 — so or o— 100 3~ 5P*'—'°d"99 °°""°"ed §dV3"~? 
0- 20 depth interval in 1 m 0- 25 or 0 — 100 lD.I'0p_ort_Iona,l to travelling distance 0'

. 

0 — 50 increments, up to 0 - 10 or 0 —. 50 "e'°°"Vi 
0- 100 9999 m 0- 5 or 0- 20 
0- 200 Max. range scale: 0- 2.0 
0- 500 14999 m 0- 1 or 0- 5 
0-1000 0- 0.5 o'r0— 2. 

0-2000 O.— 0.2 or 0- 1 

0-5000 0- 0.1 or 0- 0.5 

Pulse repetition rate: 
Scale ratio: 
Recording accuracy: 

Minimum sounding depth: 
Recording paper: 

Approx. recording time: 

Electronic printout: 

Window size: 
Sliding window: 
Heave or tide compensation: 

Sound velocity adjustment: 
Draft adjust.rn.ent:' 
Zero line adjustment: 

Receiver gain control: 
TVG: 
Admissible ambient 
temperatures: 
Admissible vibration: 

Radio interference protection: 
Housing: 
Approval: 
Power supply: 
Power consumption: 

Digitizer Data 
Operating mode: 

Display type: 

Range scales (indications): 
Calibration: 
Resolution: 
Accuracy; 
Failure indication: 
Display test: 
Gate settingsz. 

Bottom recognition: 
Outputs: 

Alarms: 

Alarm indication: 
Power supply: 
Power con.sumpt.io.n: 
Interference protection: 
Ambient temperatures: 
Water protection 

450/min 3.5/min (range scale dependent) 
40 mm/m at 0- 5 m ra_nge scale 
Better than i 0.25 % of range selected or 
1' 5 cm at + 20° C ambient temperature 
0.3 m with 50 kHz; 0.1 m with 200 kHz (below transducer) 
Electrosensitive dry paper, paperwidth 228 m_m (9 in,.); 

length per roll approx. 25 m_ (82 ft) or 16 m (52 ft); 
blank or ruled paper available 
At 0- 5 in range scale/max. paper advance: 4 hrs/roll (25 m) 
at 0- 500 m range scale/medium paper advance: 416 hrs/roll (25 m) 
at 0- 5000 in range scale/min. paper advance: 4200 hrs/roll (25 m)

_ 

Printout_ of depth lines can be switched on and off. Depth lines are automatically adjusted to range 
scales. Digital depth values are printed out accordingly. At the lower edge time marks are printed 
out. The elec.tr.oni,c printout increases the precision of recordings. 
295 X 235 mm (approx. 12 in. X 9 in.) 
Standard; aperture 215 X 130 mm 
Incorporated for connection to ELAC, Datawell, Anschiitz, or Atlas Heco Heave sensors 
(1 V/m;- max + 8 V corresponding to 1- 8 m) 
Quartz-precise adjustment-, 1400...1599 m/s in 1 m/s steps 
0.01 ...29.9 m in cm steps 
Continuously variable: '3 mm upwards, 13.5 mm down’w'a‘rds«;- zero line. adjustable to different 
types of ruled paper 
10 steps, 6 dB each - 

Switchable’: 20 log R/4.0 log R/manual adjustment 
0° C...+ 55° C (operation) at max,-. 95 % relative humidity - 25° C , . . + 70° C (storage) at max. 50 % relative humidity‘ 

2.0.. ..13.2 Hz 2*: 1.0 mm amplitude 
13.2... 8.0 Hz at 0.7 g 
Code K 
Seawater resistant aluminium alloy, protection code IP 22 (with closed sliding window) 
Equipment is approved as navigationsounder No. 05371 of the German Hydrographic l_n_s_titute 
10- 38 \,_/DC or 110/220 VAC 1 10 % (specify when ordering) 
Approx, 90 W (for equipment with built-in PGN 36) 

Unit processes and displays simultaneously information from low frequency recorder and high 
frequency built-in transceiver as dual frequency digitizer. Low and high frequency display can be 
selected separately. 
Large 6 digits, planar gas discharge technology, brightness adjustable (dimmer), very high light 
intensity. 
0.00 9.99 99.99 999.9 9999 
Selectable in meters, feet or fathoms 
1 cm for meter calibration, 1 ft resp. 1 fm for ft/fm calibration 
:1 digit 
“FFFF" is shown if true bottom echo is not present within gate 
Proper function of all six digits is tested with a button 
Gate start: 0- 9900, gate width: 0-9900 (steps of 1 between 0 and 99, all other X 10, X 100). 
Quick set-up by bi-directional push wheel switches 
True bottom recognition through “echopulse stacking" 
BCD - bit parallel and/or bit serial (6 digits) Tl'L compatible (+ 5 V). Baud-rate adjustable. 
RS—232C on request. 
Sele_ctio_n of 2 alarm modes: "_decreasing depth" or "increasing depth” (both 0 . . . 999 m/fms/ft). 
Set—up of alarm depth by bi-directional push wheel switches. 
Visual and audible plus activated contacts for remote alarms 
25.2 V i 20 %, 32 V 1 20 %, 110, 220 VAC i 10 % (to be specified when ordering) 
18 W - 

Code K 
0°. .. + 55° C 
Code IP 20 (waterproof housing at option) 

HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSCEIVER DATA 
Pu_l_se power: 
AV/TV control: 

150 W 
Incorporated (20 log r)



Technical ata 

Standard transducer and transmitters 
Transducers 

N 
' 

with transmitter: 
Application Frequency, Model, Available No. of Bearnwidth PGN 36 STG-721 

depth installations elements deg.
, up to kH__2 __ _ ,,L5.,E- 250 W 

_ 450 W 1000 W 150 
12,000 m 12 179 

7 7 

E, 1-02 37 14 X 15 
3,800 m 12 185 E, IX-20 7 33 (Pinger Reception only) 3,800 m 12 185 E, H 7 33 
8,000 m 5 179 E, 1-02 37 12 
5,000 IT! 20 179 E-,1-02 37 9 
3,000 m 30 138 E, H, 111-19 7/ 15 X 15 

14 10 X 1 3 
2,500 m 30 131 E, H,A 7 1.5 X 16 
2,200 m 30 131 [R-11,_1R-29 7 15 X 16 
2,000 m 30 1 32 E-, H,A 3 24 
2,000 / 30/ 1 75 A 3 24 200 m 200 2 10 
1,800 m 50 34 E, H, A,1W-29 7 1 1 X 12 1,000 m 50 133 E,H,A 3 17 
1 .000 / 50/ 1 76 A 3 1 7 200 m 200 2 10 500 m 100 48 E, H 1 4 
200m ‘150 157 E,H 3 9X 10 200 m 200 135 E,H,A >10 10 200 m 200 

_ 

140 E, E , H,A 2 X 1 each 10 
Transducer installation notes: 

7 V 

Ttensmitter notes:
I 

E = For steel hull iVl[IS1aV|_|_at"i‘i3‘n:, with housing approved by German Lloyd. ‘PGN-36; Internal transmitter, output matched to transducer selected pulse H ER = Forsteel hull, with 25 rnrn reinforced housing. H = For wood and GRP hull lengths 0.3, 1, '3 mi_l_li_seé. LGN-8: Optional external transmitter (instead of PGN 36). installations. A = Outboard/portable transducers. I = Inboard installations - requires AC supply, pulse lengths 0.3. 1. 3, lo rnjllisec. STG-721: High-frequency I_X-2_O.‘lX-O2: with 75 mm GRP acoustic window; IR-11:’with steel diaphragm; transceiver in precision digitizer. pulse length 0.05. 0_.-3 millisec. 
i 

lR-19, IR-29; plug-in models with 75 rnm GRP acoustic window.
l 

R C MARINE ELECTRON|C§ 1:70- 
75 AKERLEY BLVD.» SUITE 0 

3 mnmoum, NOVA scom 333 N27 
' 

HLEPHONE on. i902) 468 4405 
RES: (902) 469-6462 

TELEX: 019-31723 

System configuration 

Dimensions: 
Digitizer Height: 565 mm 

Width: 520 mm
1 Depth: 435 mm 

Weight: 41 kg
I 

Recorder ' 

LAZ 4721
E
E 

mains Computer 
’ ; 

external 

j

5 

inputs - 

LSE LSE 
low frequ. high trequ. 

Honeywell-ELAC Nautik GmbH 
no. Box 2520 -D-2300 Kiel 1 -W.-Germany -Tel. (04 31 ) s 33.0 -Telex 2 92 521 hone d 
Technical data are subject to change without notice. 99171 6092 C/K e 3/87



lAicousTicI'sIouNoiNG EQUIPMENT 

MODEL 3000 
SUBBOTTOM PROFILER 
0 BATTERY OPERATED 
0 SMALL SIZE 
5 LIGI-IT WEIGHT 

The Model 3000A Subbottom Profiler is a portable, battery operated system which has been designed to be operated from small 
vessels. The system function is to present. in analog form. continuous, repetitive measurements of theacoustic reflectivity (density) 
of the materials comprising the water bottom and subbottom. 

The system consists ‘of the fouowing subassemblies: 
Model 3010/ 3020A Recorder/'1' ransceiver 
Model 3035 Transducer Assy. and cables 

The system uses a drypaper recorder with high contrast characteristics. The system is battery operated. The Recorder-Transceiver is 
housed in a weatherproof case with window cover which will permit the operator to observe the recording. 
The Model 3000 is designed for operation in coastal waters. harbors. estuaries, rivers, and lakes. It is configured to be easily 
transported to remote areas. 
The Model .3000, which operates at a frequency of 6.5 Kl.-Iz, has an advanced design one kilowatt transmitter. The high gain receiver 
is equipped with time variable gain. which is operator-adjustable. in time delay and slope (rate of change of gain). A three position 
switch provides the operator with two added gain_steps to extend the dynamic range of the recording equipment. 

A control, external to the transmitter, permits the operator to reduce the output acoustic power when operating in shallow waters. 

SUBBOITOM PROFILER 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Recorder Model 3010 Receiver 

[nput Powefg 21.29 Vdc BIIICWICIII: Adjustable 2% Hz [0 2 KHZ 
Eggcuonicg; solid gm: Gain-Minimum: Adjustable from 20 dB to 80 dB 

Chart Paper: Electro Sensitive (dry t)'P¢) l_5.2 4 Cm (6 Tin“ V"'i"’J' 5'“ 
_ V _ V

' 

' 

;n_)w (TVG): Ad]uSt3bI¢ Delay 8: Slope 
Delay: Adjustable from 10 ms‘ to 1 sec 

. 

: 
. . . 

/
. 

Sounding Rate l40 tt_m_es/min & 53 times min sh”: Adjustable from I to 3x Range squared 
Range Scales; Eight overlapping scales 

0 ,9 45 fa'!h°'m5 (0 to 32_3M) External Dimensions: 367 mm (I4-7/l6 i>n_.)!-l x 375 mm (14-3/4 
30 to 75 fathoms (54.9 to l_37.2M)_ in.)D x 206 mm (8-1/8 in.)W 
60 to 105 fathoms (109.7 to 192M) Weight: 40/lb. 13 its 

90 to I35 fathoms (164.6 to 246.9M) 
0 to I20 fathoms (0 to 2l9.$M) 

9 

Transducer Model 3035 
90 to 200 fathoms (164.6 to 365.8M) Transducer: Housed in an aluminum case_. Oil filled. 
160 to 280 fathoms (292.6 to 512M) Beam Width: 35 degrees 

Source Level: 105 dB re 1 ubar at I yd 
Transceiver Model 3020A Frequency: 6.5 k_l-lz- 

h

' 

Input Power: 21-29 Vdc Size: 19 in. diam x 7% in. high 
Operating Frequency: 6.5 l_(_l_-lz- 

_ 

Tuning inductor h‘ousi_ng:V 
Output Power: Adjustable to 1 KW 6 in. diam x 3 in. high 
Pulse Width‘: 1. 2. 4. 8. 16 cycles of 6.5 KHz carrier



Research Echosouncler 

The Universal 
High-Precision 
Research Echosouncler 
ATLAS DESO 25, with two separate, active or passive 
sounding channels, offers many different possibilities of use 
in oceanographic research and -in exploration technology. 
By means of a new type of high-resolution thermal comb 
recorder, extremely high recording accuracy is achieved, 
and all important parameters such as date, time, measuring 
range, the set sound velocity for the water and any addi- 
tional measured values are documented on the paper. - In research, the ATLAS DESO 25, available hydro- 

acoustic transducers, can be used in all occurring 
depths of water. 
Phasable measuring ranges and an automatic range 
switch-over facility permit expanded recording without 
the rislr of losing the bottom echo. — if a navigation system or computer system is connec- 
ted, data transmission and external control take place 
simultaneously by means of a bidirectional serial inter- 
face. 

. The ATLAS DESO 25, with the appropriate special trans- 
ducers, is suitable both for sediment and mud recordings, 
and for deep sea use. A new measurement-amplifier per- 
mits automatic or sensitive manual gain control; a built-in 
echo contrast amplifier function makes a significant contribu- 
tion to differentiated recording of layers 
Deep Sea Use 
With an external high-powered transmitter ('2 or 4 kW), 
in conjunction special transducers (l2, l5 or 33 kHz) 
for deep sea measurements, the attainable measurement 
depth can be increased to a maximum of 10,000 m. 
Trigger Synchronisation ' 

If the ATLAS DESO 25 is operated in conjunction with seve- 
ral other echosounders, the unit's own trigger pulse can be 
replaced by externally controlled triggering in order to 
prevent mutual interference. 
Slave Operation 
Via a sounding signal interface, the ATLAS DESO 25 can 
be connected to a second DESO 25 which acts as a mas- ' 

ter unit, for example. On the slave unit, it is then still possible 
to individually select the display range, markers and addi- 
tional annotations It is even_ possible to operate one chan- 
nel in the slave mode and the other channel in the normal 
active echosounding mode.

‘ For the transfer of digital information (digitised depths, signal 
strength etc.), the slave unit can _odditionally be connected 
to the master echosounder via the serial RS 232 interface. 
For special use the parametric measurement system ATLAS PARASOUND", the high-precision echosounder ATLAS DESO 25 is used for analog recording of the pri- 
mary frequency in channel 1 (18 23.5 kHz) and of the 
parametric signal in channel 2 (2.5 55 kHz). 
Pinger Operation 
For ‘special tasks in oceanographic research and offshore 
technology, the ATLAS DESO 2-5, in conjunction with a 12 l<H_z pinger transmitter, can also be used as a pinger 
echosounder to determine the submersion depth of special 
equipment. 

Atlas Deso 25 
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ATLAS DESO 25 
0 Modern thermal comb rejcorcfing technique 
0 Annotation of measurement—related parameters 
0 Standardised interfaces for system integration 
0 Deep-sea range with special transmitters and transducers 
O Fxtemal triggering is possible when several units are 

in use
- 

Individual recording in the slave mode 
Can be used as a pinger echosounder 

'l) see separate data sheet



Specification and Performance Data 
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RECORDER UNIT 
~~ 

(OPTIO_N ADDITl0NAL_LY’8CVD)
~ SLAVE RECOEDEFI

, ATLAS DESO 25:'S,LV 
EXTERNAL ALARM DEVICE 
EXTERNAL MARKER KEV 

TRAN_SDUCE_R_S 
SW 1182 

~

~ 

among. POWER surnv um NG was
_ 

i.-.....---...-...-:‘.-..\

~ 

CHANNEL 1 cnmnzg 2 

DEEP»SEA TRANSMITTERZKW DEEF—SEA UVNIT 4l:W 
as iqzg 

_ 
or sop: 

MAINS 

SW_11-77 
. SW 6029 

1 5/210 kHz 12 kHz 33 kHz~ kHz 
FINGER 

LSE ‘I85 EX SW 6020 SW 6028 SW 6016 SW T181 SW 6014 
2 

‘ 

‘I00 kH1 210kHz 210 kHz 33 kHz '33 kHz 

~~~ OPTION, 
REMOTE DIGITAL 
INDICATOR 
ATLAS FILIA 20 
(MAX. 5 PCS_.) 

TRANSDUCER SW 6026 
210 kHz 

Measuring ranges: 
From 0 5 m up to 0 15,000m 
selectable in 10 steps 
Image scale: 
Vertical (SCALE): Selectable in 10 
steps from 5m up to 15,000m, 
corresponding to 1:25 up to 
1:75,000. 

PHASING: 
Per measuring range in steps of 20% 
of the range selected (SCALE). Manu- 
ally or automatically shitting over the 
total depth range (RANGE). 
Horizontal (PAPERSPEED): 
internal: 720 mm/min up to 
0.9 mm/min selectable in 10 steps 
external: proportional to ship's speed 
at a scale of 1:250 up to 1:200,000, 
but 720 mm/min maximum. 
Digital displays: 
Numerical indication of beginning (up- 
per) and end of range (lower) after 
selection of image scale (SCALE) and 
PHASING. Actual depth in the cen- 
tre. 

Frequencies: 
Standard frequencies for 
Channel 1,: 1'2, 15_,_ 33 kHz 
Channel 2: 100, 21_0kHz 
Calibration transducer: 210 kHz 
Measurement accuracies: 
12|:Hz: 1 digit :L 300 mm 

:L 0.1% of depth value 
210kl"lz_: 1 digit :l:10mm 1 0.1% 

of depth value 
(Sound velocity set exactly; 
GAlN:AUTO, flat bottom) 

Rejc_ord_ing pjaper: 
Thermosensitive paper without margi- 
nal perforation 
Overall width: ............. .. 230 mm 
Recording .......... .. 200 mm 
Length: .- .... ......... 32 m 
Required voltage] 
power consumption: 
Rated voltage: 

24 VDC, +30%/-20% 
Short-time overvoltage: 

60' VDC, 1 msec 
Starting current: ....... .. ‘I0 A, 1 se'c 

at 24 VDC and room temperature 
Current consumption:..... 2.7 A (min.) 

8 A (main) 
(with strong blackening of paper) 

Average power consumption: 65W 
lnstallationz 

Vibration: 3 Hz up to 12.5 Hz: 
:t: 1.6 mm amplitude 
12.5 Hz up to 50 Hz: 1 g accelera- 
tion 
Shodtz 30 g/11 msec 
Type of enclosure: IP 21 
proofed, fixed front glass) 
(IEC 144 I DIN 40050) 
Radio interference suppression gra- 
de: Limiting values class B as per 
VDE 0871 
Noise level at distance of 1 m: 
(air-bome sound): < 60 dB 

(drip- 

Interfaces: 
INPUTS: 
O From other echosounders or 

echosounder control system (e.g. 
ATLAS ECHOCONTROL): Syn- 
chronizing and blanking pulses, 
analogue sounding signal 

Bulkhead, desk mounting, 19" rock 0 From external computer or posi- 
with 12 panel units tion measuring device (e. gATLAS 

DOLOG', ATLAS POLARFlX') 
Environmental conditions: digital signals for remote control 
Operating temperature: and/or annotation (e.g. position 
-10°C up to +55°C at s 90% rel data or text) 
humidity, no condensation O From heave compensator “ATLAS 
Storage temperature: HECO 10': heave signal 
-25°C up to 470°C 0 External marker" 

Dimensions/weights: 
Deep-sea Deep-sea 
transmitter unit FlL_lA 

DESO 25 NC 1OQ8 GE 1020 GE 6003 20 
Heigth (mm) 488 300 502 400 224 
Vt/Idth (mm) 440 380 600 483 300 
Front-to-back (mm) 270 155 520 285 200 
Weight (kg) .26 11 60 app. 28 app. 2 

OUTPUTS:
_ 

0 To other echosounders or echo- 
sounder control system: Synchro- 
nizing and blanking pulses, analo- 
gue sounding signal 
To slave recorder or echosounder 
control system: Sounding signals 
To external computer or echo- 
sounder control system: water 
depth via RS 232C / .20mA or 
BCD parallel interface and status 
signals (via RS 232 C interface) 
Digital slave display ATLAS 
_FlLlA 20' (via BCD-intertocfe) 

0 External alarm device 
0nt.i°n.s1=§ 
Power supply NG 1008: 
'"'’‘’'~ 

gggig x } +1o°/./-20°/. 
45 — 440 Hz 

Output: 24 VDC, 15 A max. 
Deep-sea transmitter GE 1020: 
110/220/240 V, :k 10% 
50 — 60 Hz 
250 VA 
Deep-sea unit GE 6003: 
110/220/240 V, d: 10% 
50 — 60 Hz 
280 VA 

Heave compensation: To compens- 
ate bod measuring results due to 
vertical movement of the vessel the 
heave compensator ATLAS 
HECO 10’ can be connected. Alter- 
notively the drought correction can be 
controlledlrom extern via the some 
interface. 
Range: 5!: 5_r_n 

see separate data sheet 
'Printed in the Federal Republic of Germany - Technical alterations reserved - Bl. 9153 T I73 ~ Issue 02. 88 

Sebaldsbriiclcer Heerstr. 235 - 

1000 - »38‘Amares Dr. 
Nepean. Ontario 
99.2.5 N? , 

(613) 723-1 830 
Fax I613‘) 723-0786 

57-0 - Telex 24 57 46 62 kc d
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PINGER ECHOSOUNDER 

ATLAS DESO 25 

AN 1062 A 003 

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION 
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Performance Data (Channel 1) 

Frequency: 
Input sensivity: 
Amplifier bandwidth: 
Detection threshold: 
Transducer directivity: 
Beamwidth: 
Side-lobe attenuation: 
Range: 

12 kHz 
+ 40 dB (re 1 uPa, Hz) 
1000 Hz 
+ 10 dB 
+ 18 dB (re 1) 
:_33°, Ztheta, - 3dB 
- 20dB at‘: 50' 

sound pressure receiving range,* range,* 
level of pinger _direction direct signal via 

(relative to the signal bottom** 
ship's vertical) 

+ 193 dB(re 1 uPa) 0° 14 000 m 7 000 m 
+ 185 dB(re 1 pPa) 0' 11 000 m 3 500 m 
+ 185 dB(re 1 pPa) + 50' 5 ooo m 300 m 
+ 185.dB("e 1 uPa) 3 70' to 1 90' 3 000 m 300 m 

Boundary conditions for range* 
- Isotropic noise level smaller than +i55 dB(re 1 uPa, H'1/2) 
- Absence of the temperature layers 
- Absence of aeration under the transducer 
- Pulse length: 
'k'k 

10 msec 

- Bottom reflection coefficient: - 25 dB 
- Inclination of bottom smalller than 5' 
- Distance between pinger and bottom is negligible compared to 
distance between pinger and ship 

Requirements to the pinger: 

— Frequency: 
- Repetition rate: 
- Pulse length; 

Remark (without obligation): 

12 kHz‘: 10 Hz 
1 sec‘: 50 usec 
1.5 msec minimum 

E The pinger data stated in this paragraph are complied with by the 

gg 
pinger Benthos model 2216. 
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2.4 Power Supply 

- - Voltage 24 VDC - 20 1, + 30 1. 

SE? - Ripple: 1 Vpp maximum 
3: I "E - spikes; + 60 V, 1 ms maximum 

lg? - Power consumption: 65 H (at 24 VDC) 
3 . 

- starting current: 8 A. 1 Set (at 24 VDC)
'

2 
fig - Peak current during intensive 

blackening of the paper: 5 A (at 24 VDC) 

31? - Fuse in main switch board:' 16 A slow blow 
. 3

’ 

2.5 Mechanical Data/Installation/Cables 

Dimensions, weights and spares ‘required for maintenance are stated in 
the outline drawings (B2) and installation drawings (EZ) respectively 
(see appendix). . 

Planning and installation advice for units and cables and - where 
necessary A-_ 

the installation procedure are specified in a generally 
valid way in the Installation Instructions as per appendix of this 

L document. 

7‘ Additionally, cable types and special instructions are definded in the 
cabli__ng diagrams as per appendix of this document. 
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Digital Survey Fathometer@ 

Specifications 

Disphys This system has two displays. A chart display provides a permanent reci A digital display is liquid crystal and visible in full sunlight. A remote digit 
play is also available. 

‘V‘_L_l”_ I It 

-—a———— 
.- 

- . Chart Display 
Accuracy 

_ 

1» 0.1% of nominal range (clock accuracy bjetterthan 0.619/d_)'. or 0.1 too‘ 
Selectable scale Feet. fathoms or meters. 

_

7 

Nominal 
A 

Phase multiples‘ Maximum Grid interval‘ 
range‘ (full paper width) ranger’ ' 

8 10 58 0.1 m 
20 25 145 0.5 m 
40 50 290 0.5 m 
80 100 580 1 m 
200 250 1450 5 m 
400 500 2900 5 m 
800 100.0 5800 10 m 
‘Maximum depth is broken into 7 ‘phases’; ‘nominalrange“indicates de: 
vals at which system automatically shifts from one phase to the next. 

' ‘Top. bottom and four intermediate grid lines annotated for depth value a: 
change of range or phase and at least every 100 mm of paper advance 
tation will not blank first return of high frequency il digitizer is_tra'cking.) 

Chart paper speed Switch select'able:>6 positions—OFF, AUTO, 7.5. 15, 30, 60 mm/min. 
Chart paper 235 mm (9.4 ml) w x 20 m (65 ft) L. Type NDK 18 dB dynamic range. 
Presentation 

7 

High freque'ncy—2 "levels of ‘shading. 
Low freque,ncy—8 levels of shading. 

Resolution Db 

_ 0.025% of selected range scale.
i 

Event mark 
7 

A 

Contact closure via front panel. external connector or serial input. 
External annotation 6 digits (or blanks), input via one of the digital I/O ports: printed in upper 

gin of graphic recording. 

Digital Display .

y 

_ Accuracy 
_ 

I 

Same as chartdisplay. Limited by digital resolution. 
Panel display 

'1 

_ 
4 digits. 25 mm"(A1_in.) high LCD, decimal displayed when appropriate. 

Resolution 
’ ' 

0.1 to 9999-1 beyond 1000.
V 

_ g 0.1_units at depths up to 9999 units. 1 unit at depth over 999.9 units. 
Last track alarm Audible alarm. blank display, 9999 to digital outputs. 
Computer I/O circuits Parallel (BCD)—Tl'L compatible depth output. 

4 BCD encoded digits with decimal and status bits. 
Serial ASCII (RS2.3_2C)—lnput/output. with selectable baud rate. 
Outputs: Digitized depth. control settings. and status information. 
inputs: Users annotation, event marks, and remote control functions. 

> 7- 
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DSF-6000 
Digital Survey Fathometer@ 

Specificat_ions 
0‘ 

Transducers The system has the capability for operating at dual frequencies simulta 

Model 
7’ 0' 

Frequency Beamwidth Depth range Cable lengtt 
7510 40 kHz 20° = 2000 in 30' 
2572_S 40 kHz 43° = 1000 m 30' 
7245A 200 kHz 3° .= 500 m 30' 
200T5H 200 kHz 10° =400 rn 30' 
7511 100 k_Hz 9° = 1000 m 30' 
74260 24 kHz 17° -.-.3000 m 30' 
7191C_(incl xdcr matching unit) 24 kHz 19° x 35° ==2000 rn 25' 
TC-12/34 (incl connector) 12 kHz -30° =6000 m ' 

‘Cable purchased separately
7 

Electronic Design 
Microprocessor 

_ 
280A operating at 4 MHz. 

_ _ _ 

Receivers 
‘ 

"Minimum detectable signal: 1_O,;volts at 10 dB or better SNR. 
Bandwidth = as kHz @ 1‘ 2 kHz,‘ 1 kHz @ 24 kHz. 22 kHz @ 40 kHz, 

2 kHz @ 100 kHz. 6 kHz @ 200 kHz.’ 
Transmitters 2 kW peak power at 12 kHz, 24 kHz and 40 kHz. 

1 kw peak power at 100 kHz; 500 W peak power at 200 kHz. 
Gain adjustment TIG circuit (10 dB threshold); manual gain control or 30 dB maximum 

{last attack. slow decay). 

_Ci_rcuit cards Unique connector matin'g;_ sockets on all DlPs. 
Connectors MS circular type designed to M'lC—C-501‘5'§Tinicjue connector mating; a" 

of’ unit. 

Digitizer (discriminating) Provides velocity tracking and automatic gate width selection algorithm 
maintain bottom tracking of slope in adversesignal-'to—noise conditions. 

Power input 80-130 W. 
Voltage Primar-y—24 V or 12 VDC 120%. 

Optional—110/220 V with c'_onverter 7 

Safety lnterlock and circuit breaker protection. 
Reverse polarity protection. 
Voltages in excess of 30 V labeled. 
Chassis ground stud.
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Specifications 

Construction 
Dimensions 

" 

_ 

500 mm (20 in.)W x 475 mm (19 in.) H x 2'25‘mmH(9 in_.) _o. 
Weight . 

' 

_ _25 kg (nominal) 55 lbs, 
‘ ‘ ' ‘ 

Mounting "Stand-alone, bulkhead or table mount. 
Environmental parameters’ 

1 

Temperature: 0° to 50°C (32°to 122°?-'A). _ 
Humidity: 20 to 95% (non-condensing). 
Vibiration: MIL-STD—167 type I (modified). 

Enclosure 
V 

Cast a|umin'um. 

Options 
Heave compensation input (patented) Compensation controls bot_h transmit & receive. 
(input (patented) 

_7 _ 

Remote display 
H 

4 digits plus decimal point via separate seriaI_ASC_'Il (RS232C) port. 
Ac conv_erter 

_ ff no or 220 VAC. ' 

Remote event marker switch 

All specifications subject to change without notice. 

OCEAN DATA EQUIPMENT CORP. 
473 Pleasant Street 

FTO. Box 2557 
Fall River. MA 02721 
Telex 200537 ODEUR 

(508) 679-5284 Fax (508) 672-9780

I



LSR-1807IVI SPECIFICATIONS 
CHART DISPLAY 
Paper: Dry wi...rosensitiVd.Dl_D'_ar lTimele'x non. 
Roll Size: 18.25 in.» it 200 1t.(48;36 cm x 61m). 
Active Scan Width": 17.23 in. (43.89 cm), 
Viewing Area: 18.25 in. wide (46.38 cm) x 12 in. 

long (30.48 cm) including first printed line. 
Past record review without recording interruption. 
Automatic paper takeup and and of paper indicator. 

Dynamic Range: 18 di'sc'ar'nible levels or gray. 
Grid Lines; Switch selectable. OFF. 10 or 20Iscan. 
EVdl'|!Mark:20‘ “ "‘ _ 

' on '. " ‘ 

Resolution: 150 data elements per inch nominal. 
Line Densities: Switch selectable: 200. 150. 120. 100,.75..50 Iinesiin. (79, 59. 47, 39, 30 and 

.10 linasicm). Position for remote selection. 
Rapid Advance: 24 in. (61 cmltminute. switch or remotely enabled. 

MECHANICAL SCANNING SYSTEM 
Sweep Drive: Phase-locltad sarvomotor driven belt supporting three equi-spaced styli: 
Jitter: : 2.5 mi_ls ( : 9_0u.) l10_lff_1iflII,. 
Scan Speeds: Switch selectable: ‘A, ‘/4. ‘/1. 1.2, A and B seclscan. Position for remote 

selection. 

SYNCHRONIZATION 
lntejrnsl Sync‘: Switch selectable. An internal liay pulse is generated lo1ijel_memory sweep) 

to i, ate a write-intomernorv cycle: liey output is a 1 rrisec. TTL-compatible. 
positive-eoine who esnersted at the beginning or the alien. A norriiauorlsei con- 
trol allows date to be shifted one-hall the chart width. Data loss is minimised by . 

the use ole duel memory lormet and by adjusting the print rate (or compatibility 
with the key rate. 

External Sync: Switch selectable to provide synchronous operation with external equip- 
ment. Usa ol the memory ready control output as an external sync enable will 
provide zerodate-loss capability.- 

Delay Sync: Switch selectable. The externaliintofflll “V is time-delayed as it initiates the 
write cycle: this permits positioning and expansion of data. Delayperiod is 
thumbwhael selectable with a range of 0 - 9.999 sec in 1 msec increments. 

Trigger Level: Control provided for adjusting the minimum level required for extamal 
keying. input: 2 to 20 volts. 

For Depth Sounding Applications: External sync sources, such as air guns. sparkers or 
other seismic sources can be used. Use of the external sync in conjunction with 
the delay l_u'_nctio'n permits elimination of the water column from recordings. 

ELECTRONIC SCANNING SWEEP 
(MEMORY SWEEP) 
Sweep Generation: 10 msec to 20 set-Jscan. Crystal controlled. selectable in 10 msec 

- increments. thumbwheel selected. 
For depth sounding applications: The depth scale can be obtained by convening the elec- 

tronic rates (in rtisec l to feet. lathoms or meters by using the following 
formulas: 

FT = TIME-( me) x 2,4 
FMS = TIME ( 'msl x 0.4 
M = TIME (me) x .75 

NOTE: FT/FMS based on 4800 Mesa 
Meters based on 1500 metersisec. 

External Clock: Switch selectable: permits remote sweep Qhjrieration for synchronous 
sampling and complete slaving c'apabiI_ity when used in conjunction with an 
external syric pulse. it the external clock is not continuous (strobedl or it for other 
reasons lull memory capacity is not used. an ‘End of Data’ control signal (exter- 
nally providedl allows the remaining memory location to be jumped. minimizing 
data loss. To maintain chart efficianw with less than a full line or data. expansion 
or data is made possible by the substitution or the variable sweep clock left the 
read clock. 

Data Format lscan direction): Switch selectable lorvverd or reverserriemory access allows 
data to be printed lrorri lafltto right or right to lelt. 

Depth Check: increases Memory Sweep rate by exactly 5%, so that absolute depth can be 
observed directly lrom the resulting olrset ol the printed bottom return. This con- 
trol also serves as the manual phase control when the Facsimile option is sup- 
plied. Switch or remotely enabled. 

INPUT SIGNALS AND RELATED FUNCTIONS 
Analog Input: Switch selectable. 

Frequency response: DC-200 lil-lz (filtajr: Out). 
Input impedance; 10,000 ohms. unbalanced. 
Bleclt reference level: 1.0 volt - 

'I1'ireshold: Variable setting provides for a choice oi signal levels at which 
printing 

Contrast: Variable ae_tti_r_i‘g provides signal compression for capturing and display- 
ing a greater signal dynamicrange -20 dB min.. -40 dB max. Ref. ‘1 volt. 

Gain: Variable signal attenuation. 

Laval: lndi_ca'tion used to adiust for maximum signal input without clipping. 
Filter in-Out: Switch sele_i:tabIe. when in the Filter In position. a low pass filter will 

...._tojrr_i'atically traclt :4 times below the sampling clock. thereby" eliminat- 
ing any printed artifacts which would result when the input frequency 
approaches the sampling clock lreouency. 

Digital Input: Switch selectable. I-Bit. 
Data rate: DC-500 lil-lz 
Input high threshold: ZV. 20V max. 
Thresliold: Same as analog lunction described above. 

External Sync: Switch selectable, . 

Input high tl_ires‘hold: 2V, 20V max. 
External Clock: Same as External Sync. 
End of Data: Same as External Sync. 
External Paper Feed Clock: Switch selectable. 240 Hz max cloclt rate. TTL compatible. 

OUTPUT SIGNALS 
Key: 1.0 msec pulse 
Delayed Key: 1.0 msec-pulse 

T '0': 1.0 msec: pulse 
Digital Data: 4 bit: Representative oleither analog or digital input signal data. depending 

on which is actively being used. 
Paper Advance control: DC level 
Memory Ready control: DC level 
Write Clock: Sampling clock. internal or extemal. depending on which is actively 

being used. 

Read Clock: Print data clock. 
Note: All TTL compoti_b_le_. 

DURABILITY 
Shock’: 509 Maximum for 11 ms. 
vibration: MIL-STD-167 Type 1 to 33 Hz. 
Temperature: Operating: (H: to v 50"C 

Nonoperating: -30' to -0 751: 

l-_lumi_d_ity: 95% non-condensing (excluding paperl. 
Altitude: 0 to 40,000 It. (0 to 12.-2-lanl operating. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 7% in. (19.37 cm) x 30 in. (762 cml it 20 in. (50.8 cm) ll-IXWXDI. 
weight: 85 lbs. (38 ltgl lapproxl. 
Mounting: Bulkhead or table top. 

' 

INPUT POWER 
103.5 to 126.5 VAC. 47 - 83 Hz. single phase 
Power consumption: 230 watts nominal. 

For specific information on price and de_livery, or for applications as’sista‘nce. 
aintanr Rntrflunn Oman Surname Pnrnnanv weetrnineror Dari: nielm 

OCEAN DATA EQUIPMENT CORP. 
413 Pleasant Street 

PO. Box 2557 
Fall River. MA 02121 
Teloi 200537 ODEUR 

(508) 619-5264 For (508) SR-97$ 
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Model 5430A 

Descfiptlon 
' _ 

the GegPulse Model 5430A Transmitter is 
designed to_operate with the GeoPulse Mods.-i 
5210A Receiver‘ to lunctloh as a transceiver In 
. Geaputsg "ginger" prollling system’. 
11,, Model 5430A provides a powerful transmit 
pulse at an operator selected" frequency to a 
transducer array. which then converts the 
electrical pulseto an outgoing acoustic signal. 
This acoustic signal is rellected oil the seabed ma also penetrates below the seabed where it 
is rellecvted oil subbotlvom layers. The 
returning echos are converted by the U _ _ transducerlsl to an electrical signal which is in 
turn passed on to the GeoPulse Model 5210A 
Receiver tor further processing. A range oi 
transducer arrays is available lrom Ferranti 
ORE. to operate with the Model 5430A. For 
detailed inlormation please reler to our 
‘Transducer Array‘ data sheet. 
The Model 5430A allows the operator to 
zontrol the output power. lrequency. and the 
iumberol lull cycles included in t_he outgoing 
signal in order to achieve the desired 
:ombina_tion ot penet_ration and resolution. 
1' he complete system is compact enough to be 
iperated from a craft of opportunity as small 
:s an inllatable boat and versatile enough to 
ie operated tram large ocean going vessels in 
leep water. 

See data sheet on O.Fl.E. Model 5210A Geo_Pulse Receiver. 
See "GeoPulse Subbottom Profiling Systems. A Guide to the selection of the most suitable 0.R.E. systems for your requirements." 

KJGUI’ HIOG ~ ~~ 

Applications 
Marine construction and Inspection

_ The O.R.E. system. when used in conjunction 
with widely spaced corings. can provide 
accurate proliles at large areas rapidly and at 
low cost. This correlation method dramatically 
reduces the total number oi cores required by 
tying the core sites together with the results oi 
the proliler record. The system also provides 
an historical view oi scour activity around 
structures that are tounded in tidal areas and 
rivers to show maximum scour depth_s and 
resultant deposition oi sediment. 
Drilling rig site survey 
When used to supplement the usual high 
energy sources. the transmitter provides high 
resolution records of the area containing 
inlormation critical to anchor holding capacity. 
platlorrn leg support and pile.dri__ving. 
Pie-dredging survey 
The ORE. proliler provides an etlicienl. 
economical tool lor accurate determination ol 
dredging materials. problems. and cost. 
Pre and post pipeline survey 
Used both during the planning oi the best 
route lor ease oi burial and altervvard to 
measure the depth oi cover. The ORE. 
Proliler is one of the most extensively used 
acoustic systems in the North Sea and the 
Gull of Mexico. 
Military 
The GeoPulse System is used to determine 
areas where 'obtects" might be buried in the 
solt sea-lloor and to indicate seabed 
rellectivity. stability. and load bearing capacity. 

‘a’ 
A ui rolirrucil 

Features 
ia Output power continuously adjustable to 

to KW.
. 

a 2-15 kHz frequency‘ range. operator 
selectable with iront panel dial. 

a Pulse length selected ‘by number of cycles 
to improve elliciency oi transducers and 
reduce "ringing". 

a Transmitrepetition rate controlled 
externally or internally. operator selectable. 

a Special operator controllable TVG circuits 
to allow operation in very shallow water. 

la internal switch lor 115/230 VAC operation. 
Unit is protectedagainst damage caused 
by improper line voltage. 

I lmpedan_ce matching switch allows 
operation with single or multiple transd_u_cer_ 
arrays. Transmitter can operate OEM 
transducers as well as those provided by 
FERFIANTI O.R.E. 

a Separate/Combined Switch to transmit on 
ponion oi transducer array and receive on 
remaining portion or to modily beam 
pattern at transducer array. 

a indicators to easily monitor all system 
parameters.



.‘ontro_ls 

Ine On/‘OH: Two position switch w‘ith_indicator. (line is lused. littered and surge protected) 
ulse Cycles: 1. 2. 4. 8. 16. or 32 cycles ol the lrequency selected. 
requency: Head in liilohertz lrorn the main dial division _vv_it_n the vernier indicating lractions ot kilohertz. Continuously adjustable between 2 and 1 kilohertz. 
srcenl Power: Adjusts output power to t_i_'a nsducer array. 
ipedence Match: Located inside the instrument and used to match the transducers impedance or to limit power for transducers that are not rated lor operation up to 10 kw. 
aparete/Combined: Also loca_ted inside the instrument and used to divide a transducer array in orderto transmit on one hall (or smaller percentage) ol the array and receive. on the remaining transducers. This leature is useful when operating in very shallow water or when the operator wishes to alter the beam pattern at the array. . 

dlcators 
HT: Red LED indicates excessive load detected on the transmitter. No damage occurs. as _t,raAns_mitter output is terminated at the moment 01 detection. Normal operation resumes alter over_load condition is corrected. 
JT: Red LED indicates high temperature on high voltage regulator heat sink. Powér i_s automatically reduced until high temperature situation is rectilied. 
10: Amber "Overload" LED indicates excessive duty cycle lor the output power level set on the lront panel. No damage is done to the transmitter. as output power is automatically reduced. Continues to flash until duty cycle is reduced. 
': Amber LED indicates-. tor satety reasons. that transmitter :ircuits contain voltage levels greater‘ than 15 VDC. 
Y: Two amber LEDs are convenient means ol monitoring the nput and output key pulses. 
innectlans

. 

I In: 2 to 12 volts (° or -), 50 milliseconds width, leading edge iiggered. 
I Out:‘5 volt. 1 millisecond width. TTL compatible. Translorrner solaled. 

Connections
_ 

To Un-bat Input: Signal to lvlodel 5210A Receiver. 100 ohm fiuipm diode protected. Maximum signal 0 or - 10 volts peak." ' 

Transducer: Standard 5 pin Amphenol to interconnect the transmitter with the transducer array. ' 

Speclllcatlons 
Output 
-10 kw with .75% duty cycle. continuously adjustable. 2 to 15 kHz continuously adjustable. Short circuit proot. Impedance " 

matched. 
Pulse Cycles 

(1 ' 

_ 
1. 2. 4. B. 16. or 32 cycles of the lrequency selected. The transmitted output pulse will be phase coherent within 22.5 degrees. 
Ker

- External — 2 to 12 volt pu_lse, either o or - edge triggered. Triggers on leading edge. Msaximum widt_h 50 m_illiseconds to eliminate double triggering. Transformer isolated. 
Internal: Set byinternal potentiometer. 1 to 10PPS. uncalibrated. Output to Receiver 
Translormer isolated. Frequency response "at between approximately 1 liHz and 20 kHz. ‘Two modes ol operation: A. Flat gain - 0 dB gain. 

8. Short" range TVG —-20 dB (10:1) o_l attenuation during t4ran_s_mit pulse and a -20 dB to 0 dB ramp within 15 ms alter end ol transmit signal. 
Power

_ 115/230 VAC plus or minus 10% 
47 to 63 Hz 
220 Watts maximum 
Auglllary Power 
IEC connector. unlused. 6 amp maximum. 
Environmental 
-5 to 50 degrees C. operational. 
-15 to 85 degrees C-. storage. 
Dimensions

’ 46 cm (L) x 43 cm (W) x 13 cm (H) 
(l8in. x 17 in. X525 in.) 
35 lbs. (15 9 kg) 
Options EPC RECORDER Rack mounting kit "‘ ‘ 

Spares 
__ , SP-5430A - 

' 

(speclllcetlonis sublect to change‘) 
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log seismic dug of ans 
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l to improve '1” ab°:.g1t.:f l‘::yOel.ldStlC sources. 
elr guns. lpatkefs and ” ggggures Include: 

,0, backnéjanp and tront 
gm gun cable connectors ensure flflfl etfitoe oi her'dw'a're problems. 
fl remote automatic event 

Ivaitfeui be" put on meordrmd "Pe- 
Ieueiielllnrk In ovemof =¢i"5W°~
- 

:3 age _g euloty ot hydrophone types. 
gr active —

. 3 gauge tor me with source types ' ' 

trom 20l-lz to 15kHz. ....L, 
_V‘,_‘-:.,,._: __., .. 

GeoPuIse'" Fieceiver 
l modeI5210A 

High Gain; ' 

combined TVG.and operator controllable 
gain provide up to 100dB ot active gain tor 
low amplitude signal processing. 
Bottom Tracking TVG:

g 

Automatic tracking provides constant TVG 
adjustment to record r'egardle'ss.ot bottom 
variation or degree ot slope. (Manual TVG 
is also a standard feature.) 

AGO:
_ 

Act: provides operator with the ability to 
ma>n_ipul_ate receiver sensitivity tor a given 
retlector intensity. 

' ' 

Key Program: 
Multiply and divide-by lunctions tor source 
triggering llexibility in deep water or 
extremely shallow water. 
Tape lntertece: 
Allows lor taping ol either raw or processed 
data. Eliminates costly intertace devices 
and provides calibration signal tor proper 
recorder adjustment. . 

Fiber Optic Ieoletlon: 
Optic isolation between receiver and 
source power supply prevents ground loop 

_ lntenerence on acoustic record. 

TVG Record Annotation: 
Upon switch closure by operator or by Nav 
lntertace. places a mark at every 6d8 point 
throughout TVG ramp on record. This 
allows interpreter to lieep track ot changes 
in W6 and its impact on record quality. 
Water column TVG; 
Cornpensateslor spreading and 
attenuation losses through the water 
column in deep water. 
Calibrated Geln: 
All gain controls. manual or TVG. are in 
tixed increments enabling relative 
rellectivity ol ditterent areas to 
be compared. ' 

Signal Level Indlcetors: 
Signal output to tape re_c_order is displayed 
by LED‘: signitying maximum possible 
dynamic range or presence ot "clipping." 

Swell Fllter Optlon: 
Front panel control allows lor 
compensation ol swell and wave action 
on source and receiver. 
(Please reter to 52t2A data sheet) 

Hydroplrone Power Supply Option; 
Provides (4) selectable voltages tor 
preampliliers in active hydrophone arrays. 

FERRANTI 
Ocean Research Equipment



Front Panel Controls 
I.-Ina On/ofl: Two position switch with indicator. linie (used with 1 MID. 

littered and surge protected. 
Input Gain; Two position switch selects either OdB gain. or -20dB gain. 
coarse Gain: Two position switch selects Dds. zode. was. or water 

column TVG (a rate equal to water column attenuation). 
Flne Gain: 0 to 30d8 in 3dB increments. 
Tape Select: 3 position switch; two positions se_l_ect data lormat to be 

taped. raw data with gain adjustments. littered data with g'a‘in 
adjustments. Third position is tor playback which allows manipulation 
of all parametersin previously recorded data. 

Key Program: Multlplies or d'i);n'des incoming liey by maximum ol nine lor 
applications requiring synchronous control ol source. 

Marti; Push putton switch tor manual event rnarli. 
TVG I-late: Variable control with oil position. controls the rate at which I 

the. TVG increases: ma_i_iir_num TVG range .+.30d8 in 14 milliseconds. 
_ 5 

TVG Delay Multlpllorz Three position toggle switch controls TVG delay 
by lactors ol 1-. 10 or 100. Internal switch is provided tor ma_x_i_mum 
delay xtO00. 

TVG Delay Vernier: Vernier control of TVGvdelay in conjunction with _ 

multiplier provides continuous manual TVG delay ol 1 millisecond to 
1_4 seconds. 

Delay Mark: Three position toggle switch with center 0". Position A 
provides mark on record at point which TVG ramp begins. Position 8 
mark point at which TVG bottom detect initiates ti_me varied gain. 
Internal switch allows mark to appear on record at each 6d8 increment 
ol TVG gain increase. actuated by delay mark or event mark. 

Bottom Track; Variable control adjusts sensitivity ol the automatic TVG 
delay circuit. Holds TVG to minimum until lirst return is received. 

AGC Onion: 2 position switch enables AGC tunctions which are set 
internally. 

Attack‘: Adi’us.tabl_e' lrom 330 microseconds to 330 milliseconds. 

Decay: Adjustable lrom 330 microseconds to 330 mi:tfl'_isecond_s. 

Range: AGC control voltage gain: 20dB. 

C-onnectlons 
Kevin: 2 to 15v (s or -) 50 milliseconds width leading edge triggered. 

Key out: Pulse width 1 millisecond. TTL compatible. 
Key Out Isolated: Pulse width 1 millisecond. transtormer couoled..50 
. OHM minimum load. 
Key Out Optic: Infrared emitting diode. A = 940nm. 
Event Marti In: Optically isolated. requires positive input pulse of 5 to 15 

vdc. minin‘1‘u'r’n pulse width required is 100 microseconds. 

Tape In: Plus or Minus 10v peak-to-peak maximum lrom tape. 
Tape Out: signal out to tape reco_rder. Tape output calibrated to tape 

indicator tor a 1 volt peak-to-peak signal. Maximum output plus or 
minus 9v peak-to-peak inlo:2000 ohms load. 

Signal Out: Signal out to graph_i_c recorder. Maximum output plus or 
minus 10v peak~to-peak into 2000 ohms load. 

I-Iydrophone Input: Will accept a balanced or unbalanced signal into an 
11 pin bulkhead connector lrom a hydrophone array or an unbalanced 
signal into a BNC. 

FERRANTI 
Ocean Research Er:p'prnent 

Specifications 
Arnpllfler 
Dillerential common mode rejection: 100 dB at 60 Hz 
Sensitivity: 30 microvolt RMS in produces 1 volt RMS 0 t t 

gain with TVG. 
U 3‘ ‘Dada “'3' 

Signal to Noise: 20d8 at 100dB gain. tltHz center lre - 

bandwidth. 
Wane’ "M “"1 

Coarse Gain: 4_O_dB maximum. 
Fine Gain: 0 to 30dB in MB increments. 
Filter 
Low Pass and High Pass: Active type. maximally tlat.,24dB/octave 

minimum roll-oll_. 0 gain, 0.02ltHz to 15ltHz adjustable in ‘I: octave 
increments. Knobs interlock to prevent overlap. 

TVG 
Dynamic Range: 30dB 
Rate: Approximately llat to 30dB in 14 milliseconds. 
Manual Delay: Vernier adjust lrom 1 to 14 milliseconds with multiplier or 

xt, x10. K100 and lntemal select at X1000. 
AGC 
Attaclt: Adjustable lrom 330 microseconds to 330 milliseconds. 

Decay: Adjustable lrom 330 microseconds to 330 milliseconds, 
Range: 20d8 
Power 
115/1230 vac plus or minus 10% (internal switch selectable) 
47 to 63H: 
45 watts maximum 
Environmental 
-5 to 50 C operational 
-15 to 85 C storage 
Dlmanalons 
48cm (L) x 43cm (w) x 19cm (H) (win x 17in x 7'.—'iin) 
30lbs . l3.6kg 

Options‘ 

-01 The preamp Powersupply is a plug-in option to the 5210A. The u 
also contains an output cur'r‘ent.sensin_g circuit so that. ll an overlo 
occurs. it can drive external L.E;..D.'s to showsupply status. 

Output: Voltage: 0 (Oil), 8_. 12. 18. or 24VDC t..5VDC. svYlt.ch 3°'8¢‘3' 

Current: 30me max. overload protected 
-02 The Model 5212A swell Filter is a tield installable option tor the Mod 

5210A. It can be used either "in silu" or with tape recorded records to 
post processing of data to remove the effects ol vessel or hydrophoni 
vertical motion on subbottom data. 

Maximum Frequency: 7.5 or 15.0 kHz (switch selectable) 
Bottom Averaging Time: 2 - 40 seconds 
Operation Modes: 1) Ma_nu_aI Signal Gate 

2) Automatic Tracking Signal Gale ‘— Return to 
"Manual‘ with bottom signal ‘loss 

Maximum lg-leave: Approximately 1 5.5 meters (18 ll.) 
Maxirnurn Memory Period/Trace: 960 ms at 7.5 kHz 

480 ms at 15.0 kHz 
Depth Resolution: Approximately Ben) (.25 ft) 
Maximum Depth: (without key delay) Approx. 720 meters at 7.5 kHz 

Approx. 360 meters at 15.0 kHz 

Spares 
O.R.E. Model SP-5210A 

Ferrantl 0.R.E., Inc: PO. Box 709. Falmouth_ MA 02541 Tel 617 548-5800 Tlx 6817399 OREFAL UW Houston: Tel 713 240-3153 Tlx 774248 TF$l HOU 
' 

U.l(.; Faiianiio R.E.. Ltd. rel 493-sooees Tlx 97:03 roneov Netherlands: ORETECH av. Tel23-358234 Tlx 41907 onfec 

O.R.E..PacIlIc': Australia raids’ 2'51 4549 Tlx STWSUR M95733 New iéalana Tel 67 250122 Tlx an.’-1 ilz3_1s9s Singapore Tel 555-5211 Tlx R5 21696 GEOS 

P".-duct-i made -0 U S A '<i".\ll("‘S !uDlP(l '0 Chin?! fl_I_l"‘Out F‘l.‘1'CO it-.vw_vi I I‘v-riled in U S A 3”‘ ‘



' any property OXCCMEU 30¢ 
Lrcgghfi survey is getting the transducers 
Into the water? 

F mm; o.Fl.E. lsable to supply a wide variety 
ftransducer arrays to ti_lI your speci_lic 

fequimments. From our over-the-side 

Ear-the-Slide Transducer Mount 
MODEL 1328 
fire 1323 transducer array is speciiicaliy 
designed lor small boat operation at lower 
,speeds_ The transducers are mounted on a 
plate at the end ol a vertical. gimballed stall. 
‘fhe_staff, in turn. is supported by a mounting 
pad which can be lastened to either the deck 
or the boat. or to an athwart-ships timber. The 
gimballed unitrelieves excess-strain on the 
mounting pad and provides lreedorri of motion 
tote. alt. and athwart-ships to ensure t_h_e 
transducer beam remains directed at the sea 
floor despite motion or the vessel. 
Features

. 

3 Installation by one man._ with no lilting gear. 
In one to two hours. on boats ranging in 
size trom 3 meter inllatables to 50 meter 
survey ships. 

u Hydrodynamically laired cowling allows 
surveying at up to 5 knots. 

in Hard coat a_nodized components allow lor 
years of maintenance-tree operation. 

mounted arrays tor rapid installation on 
various cralt of opportunity on up to large hull 
mounted arrays lor dedicated survey and 
research vessels. we have what you are 
looking lor. 

Towed Transducer Vehicle 
' -MODEL 3820A 
The 3820A tow vehicle acknowledges the ever 
i_n_creasi,ng payload requirement ol multiple 
sensor sonar surveys as well as the variety ol 
packages which need a work platlorm. Design 
ol the tow body and tow bundle arrangement 
provides a stable tow p_latlorm with minimum 
pitch, roll or yaw despite varying payloads at a 
wide. range ol tow speeds. its payload c_an 
.include. either alone or in com_bi_nat_io_n: 
a Four transducer array ol "Pinger" 

transducers (3 to 7 kHz) 
3 Two side scan transducers and multiplexer 

bottles 

a Array ol special “Pipeliner" transducers 
(3 to 7. and 14 kHz) 

o GeoPulse "Boomer" Acoustic Source-and 
hydrophone array 

3 Navigation responder and Pressure/Depth 
sensor 

Construction is hot dipped galvanized sl__eel_ 
trams and high impact polyethylene lairing 
with stainless hardware throughout lor long 
tile in the ocean environment. Design takes 
into account unplanned "contacts" with the 
seabed and allows simple. sale deployment. 
recovery and storage on deck.

~ 

ueoruisé transducer Arrays 
Models 1328 / 3820A / 134 

Ferranli O.R.E_. also otters one ol the most 
versatile towed vehicles on the market today. 
The 3820A multi-purpose towed vehicle can 
take your survey trom inshore on out to 
continental ‘shell depths and beyond. 

Hull Mounted Transducer Array MODEL 134 
By mounting standard O.R.E;. transducers in a 
sea chest and "pinging" right through the hull, 
the 134 otters its users a convenient and 
llexible proliling system. A h'i.‘il'l-mounted array 
is ideal tor a dedicated survey ship and deep 
water. yet is olten used lor short jobs in all 
water depths. A lew ol these system 
advantages are: 
a Construction at a sea chest and installation 

ol transducers is simple and rapid. 
eliminating the need lor dry-docking or 
building a "window" in the hull. 

s Collect data at sea with the llick ol a switch. 
No winches. cables. or cold. wet deck 
hands. 

a Large number ol available transducers (up 
to 16) and a switching connector allow lor 
very high source levels and varying beam 
pattern: to opt_i_m_ize operation lor water 
depth and ship motion. 

The O.R.E_. Model 134 has been installed by 
survey companies. government agencies. 
research institutes. and many others. It has 
been proven through years ol operation to be 
the most versatile. simple to operate. and cost 
ellective protiler available.

~~



apecmcauons 
Models 1328 and 3820A . 

(lifted with Model 1370 transducer: for general subbottom pro 'iIing) 
Frequency: 3 to 7 kHz (tor maximum elticiency) 
Power: 10 kw at .75‘/9 duty cycle 
Beam Width: 55 degrees at 3.5 kHz 

40 degrees at 5.0 kHz 
30 degrees at 7.0 kHz 

Source Level: 214 dB re: 1 yPa/1 meter 
Dimensions: 
1323 __ 

3a2oA 
70 cm (L_) x48 cm (W) x40 cm (H) 140 cm (L) :46 cm (W) x39 cm. (H) 
(27.5 in. x18.9’in. x 15.75 in.) (55 in. x 1825 in. x 15375 in.) 
120 kg (265 lbs.) 66 kg (147 lbs.) 

Mounting Stall: 
_

' 

One.section.226 cm (89 in.) 
Two sections.-109 cm (161 in.) 

EPC RECORDER 
sac

~ 

1323 OVER THE SIDE MOUNT 

AFERRANTI ' ‘Q 
Ocean Researdt Equ‘_pment 

Ferrenll o.n.s-.. l:nc_.3 Po. Box roe. ranmourn. MA 02541 Tee 6I7ks4a~5800 TI 

GEOPULSE RECEIVER 

3820A TOWED VEHICLE 

Model 1-34 
Frequency: 8 to 7 kHz (lor maximum efficiency) 
Pov'ver:10kW at 15°!» duty cycle. typical. 

Approximate Transmitting Beerne 
Freq. Separate 

Slze 
V 

kHz-. Com_b|_r_ted FWD/AFT Port/'S'I.bd 

35 30 30 55 
16 5.0 20 20 45 

7.0 15 15 40 

-3.5 40 40 S5 
9 5.0 30 30 45 

7.0 
A 

20 20 40 

3.5 30x55 
‘ 

30 80 
8 5.0 20x45 20 60 

7.0 (_ 15x40 15 g (50 

3.5 
’ 

55 120 55 
4 5.0 45 100 55 

7.0‘ 35 . so 
A 

35 

Source LeveI_:(lor 10 kw input) 
16 transducer array -225 dB re 1 pPa/-1 meter 
8 or9 transducer array - 220 dB re 1 p,Pa/1 meter 
4 transducer array - 214 dB re 1 yPa/-1 meter 
DImen3Ions_: 
82 cm (L) :82 cm (W) X34 cm (H) 
(32.3 in. x32.3 in. x 13.45 in.) 

(Speculications subject to change without notice) 

GEOPULSE TRANSMITTER
~ 

134 HULL MOUNTED ARRAY 

x 6817399 OREFAL'UW_Hou3ten:Te_tT13 240.3153 TI: 774245 TFSI 
HOU 
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Product Infonnation 

SIMRAD EY200 
Portable Scientific Sounders 

‘C3 for fishe research 
7..-.--.-.—.—....... *-= in lakes 75-“-'3?3~s--~a-:——s-»r~ 

- in rivers "

~ 
~~ 

on-ooounuvwwnnwvn-unun_v_onn_na ~~ 

— Colour printer 
' 

displays a large range of fish sizes 
- Complete user control of TVG 

for any water salinity 
for any depth range 

- Output to tape recorder a.o. 

\\ SIMRAD Subs 
, 
AIS Telephone: + 47 33 44 250 Strandpromen n 50 Telefax: + 47 33 44 424 P.O.Bo'x 111 

, Telexes: 70391 5' h n N-3191 Horten. Nor'\'va_v 70279 . ‘e n



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER 
Frequency: 

_ 
27-38-49-70-120-200 kn; 

Output power: n-eq. 5'70 1000W 
fre'q.2l20ldllz: soow 

Pulse durations: 0.3-1-.0 ms 
Bandwidth: freq. s 70 H12: 35 kHz 

freq. 2120 kHz: 10 ldiz 
Dual receiver: tlsh and bottom channel 
TVG" dynamic range: 60 dB 
Calibrated output with 85 dB gain from 

transducer 
Designed for 60-ohm transducer impedance 

COLOUR PRINTER 
Ecbogram with 7 colours.

_ 

Expanded range printed on top of the paper. 
Bottom echo strength printed on the lower . 

1/5 of the paper. 
Recording paper: plain paper, width 216 mm 
DATA OUTPUTS 
'h'lgger (grounding from + 15 V) 
Echo signal, calibrated output 
Echo signal, 12 kHz for tape recorder 
Bottom pulse (grounding from + 5V) 
Bottom depth, serial line NMEA 0183

, 

Echo signal, 12-bit parallel every 10 cm 

DATA INPUTS 
External _u'igger (grounding, 'I'i‘L»level) 
Serial line NMEA 0183 for alphanumeric data 

printout on LCD and paper. 
Serial line RS232 for trawl markers. 
External joystick

I 

POWER SUPPLY AND MECHAN- ICAL DATA 
Supply voltage: 110/220 V , : 15%, 50/60 Hz 

or 20-55 V DC 
Power consumption 
incl. printer: 50-125W 
Dimensions: EY 200 : 30x40x22 cm 

colour printer: 40x30x10 cm 
H EY 200i’: 42xS6x46 cm 

Weight: EY 200 : 10 kg 
colour printer: 7 kg 
EY 2001’: 36kg 

Ambient EY200: 0 to 55 deg C 
colour printer 10 to 35 deg C 
option: .EY200P: 
-10 to 55 deg C 

Revision February 1989. 

Supply voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Weight: 
Dimensions: 

MENU 
Range: 
Phasing: 

Pingrate: 
Expanded range: 
Pulse duration: 
Gain: 
Attenuator: 
'l'VG: ' 

‘D-ansmitter power: 
Sound velocity: 
LCD mode: 
Mln.depth in 
bottom detector: 

Depth alarm: 

Bottom vvi_nd_ow: 

Event marker: 

Colour threshold: 
‘IX-awl: 

Printer: 

Test: 
Standard: 

Install: 

Bottom presentation: 

COLOUR MONITOR (optional) 
14-inch KGB monitor with push buttons for 

up, down and enter. 
no/220 v. 50/so Hz 
70W 
20 ks 
30x42x42 cm 

10-25-50-100-250-500-1000 in 
manual or automatic 
Max 3 1: range with 20% 
increments. Max recorded 
depth is 1500m 
fast-medium-slow-off 
2.5-5-'10 m, bottom locke_d 
short-long 
1 to 19 in 3 dB steps 
0 and -15 dB 
The user can select: 
- function: x log r (10 < x < 40) 
- alpha: seawater, freshwater 
or user specified 
-TVG start: 1 to999m. 
The sounder calculates and 
displays TVG s_top range 

1/1 - 1/10 - 1/25 - oil‘ 
1400 to 1560 m/s 
menu-echogram-echoscope-data 

1 to 999 In 
normal-bottom channel. 
The bottom channel TVG 
ensures correct bottom echo 
strength 
1 to 999 m. Alarm sounds when 
depth is deeper/shallower than 
selected depth 
:50 :25 :12 :6 % 
of current depth 
start number (1 to 999) may 
be entered. Automatically 
incremented for each line on 
the echogram paper 
1 to 10, removesweak echoes 
enter start depth for headrope 
and footrope 
on-oil’, 

paper speed 1/1 - 1/3 - 1/5 - 1/10 
on-oil‘ 

yes-no, to choose between 
Simrad standard setting or 
user’s own 
dratt, language, ext.sync.,A 
unit (metre-foot- fathom), 
serial line output and input,‘ 
pins filter on-off 

SIMRAD Subsea A/S Telephone: 
Strangipromenaden 50 Telefaxi 
P.O.Box 111 Telexesr 
N-3191 Horten. Norway 

+ 47 33 44 250 
+ 47 '33 44 424 
'/0391 simh n 
70279 subse n SIMRAIEI
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